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Determination of the flow and activation energy of phosphorus

desorption during annealing of an InP(001) substrate

in an arsenic flux under molecular beam epitaxy conditions
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We report experimental study of phosphorus desorption from epi-ready InP(001) substrates during high-

temperature annealing in an arsenic flux. InPAs solid solution and InAs islands are formed on the surface in

the process of annealing. The original method is proposed to determine the amount of phosphorus atoms desorbing

from the surface by determining the amount of arsenic atoms in the solid solution of InPAs and InAs islands. The

flux of phosphorus desorbing from the surface increases from 1 · 10−4 monolayer · cm−2
· s−1 at 500◦C annealing

temperature to 7.3 · 10−4 monolayer · cm−2
· s−1at 540◦C. The activation energy of the phosphorus desorption

process is 2.7± 0.2 eV.
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1. Introduction

Indium phosphide (InP) substrates are actively used in

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic vapor

deposition (MOCVD) methods for the growth of hetero-

structure (HES) [1,2], since indium phosphide has a high

carrier mobility charge, direct band gap and large radius

of Bohr excitons [3,4], which makes indium phosphide the

promising technological platform for the modern element

base of microwave photonics [5]. The InP-based platform

makes it possible to create completely monolithic integrated

microwave photonic circuits, and HESs lattice matched with

InP have excellent optical properties, allow to generate,

amplify and detect light, modulate and control the light

flux [6,7]. The HES growth process begins with the

removal of the amorphous oxide layer of the substrate. It is

usually removed by high temperature annealing in ultrahigh

vacuum [8]. However, the temperature of complete removal

of the oxide layer, which is ∼ 500◦C [9], is higher than

the temperature of phosphorus desorption and formation of

indium droplets, which is ∼ 350◦C [10,11]. Therefore, to

prevent surface dissociation, InP substrates are annealed in

a flux of phosphorus or arsenic [9].

Phosphorus is tried not to be used in the annealing

process of substrates, since it is difficult to remove it

from the growth chamber, and the presence of phosphorus

in the growth chamber during HES growth results in its

uncontrolled incorporation into epitaxial layers [12]. The

incorporation of phosphorus into epitaxial layers results to

the formation of quaternary interface layers with rough

heterointerfaces [13]. Annealing in an arsenic flux is

preferable, since arsenic is more easily removed from the

growth chamber, and arsenic-based HESs have smoother

heterointerfaces and make it possible to create devices with

a wider operating temperature range [14].
However, during the annealing of InP in the flux of ar-

senic, the exchange interaction occurs between phosphorus

and arsenic [15–17], as a result of which arsenic takes the

place of phosphorus in the crystal lattice. When the arsenic

flux interacts with atomically clean surface, phosphorus is

completely replaced by arsenic in the near-surface layer

of the substrate (1.3−2.6 bilayer) and strained InAs layers

are formed [11]. The mechanisms of these processes are

well studied and discussed earlier [18–20]. The flow of

phosphorus desorbing from the surface and its activation

energy were determined in the works [21–23]. The values

of the activation energies are given in Table 1.

When an oxide layer is on the InP surface, annealing in

an arsenic flux results in a different surface condition The

process of exchange interaction becomes more complicated,

the surface has more complex morphology and composition.

Solid solution of InPAs with InAs islands is formed on the

surface [24–27]. The composition of the solid solution and

the density of islands depend on the annealing conditions.

The fundamental reason for surface transformation is also

the desorption of phosphorus from the surface. To construct

Table 1. Comparison of phosphorus desorption activation

energies obtained by different research groups

Activation
Reference

energy, eV

3.36 Lee et al. [21]
2.96 Kobayashi and Kobayashi [22]
2.4 Sun et al. [23]
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a model of nucleation and understand the initial processes

of HES growth in such a system, it is necessary to know

the value of the desorbing from the surface phosphorus flow

and its activation energy.

In this work, the method for determining the flow of

phosphorus desorbing from the surface and its activation

energy from data on the morphology and elemental compo-

sition of the InP(001) surface annealed in an arsenic flux,

is proposed. The flow of phosphorus desorbing from the

surface at typical InP annealing temperatures in arsenic and

its activation energy are determined.

2. Method for determining the flow
of desorbing phosphorus

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the

epi-ready surface of an InP(001) substrate after high

temperature annealing in an arsenic flux. The formation

of an InAs island and an InPAs solid solution requires

indium, phosphorus, and arsenic atoms. We will assume

that the number of indium and arsenic atoms in InAs islands

corresponds to 1 : 1. An amorphous oxide layer consisting

of In2O3, InPO3, InPO4, In(OH)3 and In(PO3)3 can be a

source of indium atoms [28–31]. It can be seen that the

oxide layer contains indium atoms, which can participate in

the formation of a solid solution and islands. Also indium

atoms can arrive at the surface from the InP substrate by

breaking the bond with the fifth group atoms. Since the

desorption coefficient of phosphorus is higher than that

of arsenic by ∼ 100 times [32,33] and, according to the

SEKI thermodynamic model, the chemical reaction constant

of InAs formation is greater than the chemical reaction

constant of InP formation [34], then the breaking of the

bond between indium atoms and phosphorus atoms is more

probable than breaking the bond between indium atoms

and arsenic atoms. After breaking the bond of indium

atoms with phosphorus atoms, the latter desorb from the

surface, while the former interact with arsenic, which comes

to the surface of the substrate from the molecular source.

Thus, it can be seen that if we determine the number

of indium atoms in the InPAs solid solution and InAs

islands, which arrived due to the breaking of the bond with

phosphorus, one can determine the number of phosphorus

atoms desorbing from the surface.

To exclude indium atoms coming from the oxide layer,

we will consider the InPAs solid solution and InAs islands

at two time points. The first time point is the moment

of formation of the structure (4× 2) in the diffraction

pattern, which evidences of atomically clean surface of the

substrate [35]. The formation of atomically clean surface

indicates that all indium atoms from the oxide layer have

been incorporated into the crystal structure. The second

time point will be a two-minute exposure in the arsenic

flux at the structure formation temperature (4× 2), since
2minutes is a typical transition time between the annealing

process to the HES growth process. By determining the
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the crystal lattice of the

InP(001) substrate after high-temperature annealing in an arsenic

flux. Indium — blue, phosphorus — red, arsenic — green.

(A color version of the figure is provided in the online version

of the paper).

difference in the number of arsenic atoms in the InPAs solid

solution and the InAs islands between these two time points,

one can exclude the number of indium atoms, the source of

which was the oxide layer.

3. Experimental technique

For research, InP(001) substrates by AXT were used.

Samples were annealed in the growth chamber of Riber

Compact 21T MBE system. The MBE system is equipped

with infrared pyrometer
”
Ircon Modline Plus“ for in situ

control of the substrate temperature. Preliminary calibration

of the pyrometer readings was carried out according to

the temperature of reconstruction transitions on the InP

surface [36,37]. The temperature measurement error

was 1%. The reflection high-energy electron diffraction

(RHEED) system was used to in situ control processes

on the substrate surface. The kSA 400 system by

k-Space Associates was used to analyze the diffraction

patterns. Arsenic flux FAs was varied by VAC 500.valved

source. Arsenic flux data was taken with a special vacuum

sensor, the
”
Bayard-Alpert JBA“ ionisation lamp. During

measurements, the lamp was placed under the substrate, and

after measurements it was removed into a special cavity in

the growth chamber. The surface morphology of the studied

samples was analyzed using a Bruker Multimode 8 atomic

force microscope (AFM) and the Gwyddion software

package.

The experimental samples were divided into two series.

The annealing of samples of the first series was completed

when the structure was obtained (4× 2), the samples

of second series were additionally exposed for 2min in
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Table 2. FAs and Tsub values at which the structure is formed

(4× 2) [24]

Tsub (◦C) FAs, Topp

500 1.1 · 10−5

520 1.63 · 10−5

540 2.5 · 10−5

Table 3. Values of the lattice constant of the solid solution InPAs

and InAs [24]

Tsub (◦C)
a0, nm

InPAs InAs

500 0.5894

520 0.5930 0.60583

540 0.5946

Table 4. The number of arsenic atoms in the InPAs solid solution

and InAs islands

NAs, cm
−2

· nm−1

Tsub (◦C)
InPAs

InAs

t = 0 s t = 120 s

500 2.5 · 1014 5.8 · 1012 1.3 · 1013

520 6.5 · 1014 6.5 · 1012 2.5 · 1013

540 7.8 · 1014 1 · 1013 6.3 · 1013

FAs at annealing temperature (Tsub) equal to the structure

formation temperature (4× 2), after which the annealing

process was completed. Structure formation (4× 2) was

controlled by RHEED method. The substrate temperature

during annealing changed at the rate of ∼ 10◦C/min. After

annealing was completed, the samples were cooled in

arsenic flux at the rate of ∼ 50◦C/min. The values of

FAs at Tsub, at which the structures (4× 2) are formed, are

presented in Table 2. The choice of annealing temperatures

of 500, 520, and 540◦C was made because these are

typical temperatures for InP substrate annealing and HES

growth.

The composition of the solid solution and its lattice

constant were determined by the RHEED method. The

technique for measuring the composition and lattice con-

stant is described in detail in [24,25,27]. The number of

arsenic atoms in the InPAs and InAs solid solution was

determined with dividing the volume of the InPAs and

InAs islands solid solution by the unit cell volume of InAs.

The volume of InAs islands was determined by the AFM

method. Values of the lattice constant (a0) of the InPAs

solid solution and InAs islands are given in Table 3.

4. Experimental results

Data on the number of arsenic atoms (NAs) per 1 cm2 in

InPAs solid solution and InAs islands in case of cessation of

annealing after structure formation (4× 2) (t = 0 s) as well

as after two minutes exposure in arsenic flux after structure

formation (4× 2) (t = 120 s) are presented in Table 4. For

InPAs solid solution, data are presented only for t = 0 s, as

no change in solid solution composition was detected during

the two-minute exposure in arsenic flux [27]. The InPAs

layer thickness, which was used to determine the number

of arsenic atoms, was 1 nm [24], which correlates to the

depth of penetration of the electron beam into the crystal at

electron energy of 12 kV and angle of incidence ∼ 3◦, i.e.

to the depth equal to approximately 1 nm [38].

Table 4 shows that the number of arsenic atoms at t = 0 s

and at t = 120 s changes only in InAs islands. Therefore, by

determining the difference in the number of arsenic atoms in

InAs between t = 0 s and t = 120 s, divided by the exposure

time in the arsenic flux and by the number of phosphorus

atoms in one monolayer, we can determine what part

of the phosphorus monolayer (kP) desorbs per unit time

from 1 cm2. The dependence of kP on Tsub is shown in

Fig. 2. The activation energy of phosphorus desorption (Ea)
was determined from approximation of kP as a function

kP = A · exp−(Ea/kTsub), which was 2.7± 0.2 eV.

The activation energy of phosphorus desorption includes

the energies of several elementary processes: the formation

of the phosphorus atom due to the breaking of the chemical

bond In-P and the migration of phosphorus over the terrace

surface, as well as the evaporation of phosphorus atom

into vacuum. The value of the energy of each elementary

process depends on the experimental conditions. A change

in the total pressure in the MOCVD reactor from 10
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Figure 2. The number of phosphorus desorbing monolayers kP

per unit time from 1 cm2 .
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to 5−20 kPa has been found to change the desorption

rate [39]. The phosphorus dimers, which are observed

on InP(001) surface with structure (2× 2) at 10−2 Torr

tributylphosphine pressure and temperature 530◦C, also

influence the phosphorus desorption rate [39,40]. Clearly,

the near-surface layer of InPAs with InAs islands on

InP(001) surface with (4× 2) structure also influences the

desorption rate of phosphorus. Therefore, it is not possible

to directly compare the obtained value of the activation

energy of phosphorus desorption with the literature data.

An important application of the research presented here is

to control the composition of InxGa1−xAsyP1−y films during

MBE. These semiconductor solid solutions are often used in

photonic devices [41,42]. They are difficult to grow because

small changes in the amount of arsenic supplied to the

growth chamber from molecular source produce to large

changes in the atomic fraction of arsenic (y) in the film,

since the growth temperature of such layers is higher than

the desorption temperature of phosphorus. Knowledge of

the desorbing phosphorus flow and its activation energy is

important in determining film composition.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the process of phosphorus desorption

from epi-ready InP(001) substrates during high-temperature

annealing in an arsenic flux is studied experimentally.

The original methodology is proposed for determining the

number of phosphorus atoms desorbing from the surface.

InPAs solid solution and InAs islands are formed on the

surface during annealing, and indium atoms which arrive at

the surface by breaking the bond with phosphorus atoms

take part in the formation of it. The number of Indium

atoms breaking the bond with phosphorus was determined

from the change in the number of arsenic atoms between the

samples annealed when the structure was formed (4× 2)
and additionally exposed to an arsenic flux for 2minutes

after structure formation (4× 2), and consequently, the

flow of phosphorus desorbing from the surface was deter-

mined. The flow of phosphorus desorbing from the surface

increases from 1 · 10−4 monolayer · cm2
· s−1 at annealing

temperature of 500◦C to 7.3 · 10−4 monolayer · cm2
· s−1 at

540◦C. The activation energy of the phosphorus desorption

process was 2.7± 0.2 eV.
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